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The development of tools to ﬁnd quality information on the Web is currently a pressing need. The
aim of this paper is to present an evaluation model based on fuzzy computing with words to measure
the information quality of Web sites that store XML (eXtensible Markup Language) documents. This
model evaluates the information quality of Web sites using only users’ perceptions, and therefore it
is user-centered. Fuzzy linguistic techniques are involved in the quality evaluation process to create a
user-friendly framework. This model is composed of two main components, an evaluation scheme to
analyze the information quality of Web sites and a computing method of quality ratings of Web sites.
The evaluation scheme presents both technical criteria related to the Web site characteristics, and crite-
ria related to the content of XML documents stored in the Web sites. The quality ratings represent the
ability of Web sites to meet user requirements. Linguistic quality ratings are obtained by combining lin-
guistic evaluation judgements provided by Web visitors on the diﬀerent evaluation criteria. The comput-
ing method is based on two operators for fuzzy computing with words, the LOWA (Linguistic Ordered
Weighted Averaging) operator and the LWA (Linguistic Weighted Averaging) operator. The later allows
to manage relative importance degrees among quality criteria in the evaluation process. This model uses
the power of XML Schema language to improve the representation of documents in the Web with
semantic characteristics related to their quality and thus it is useful to search quality resources in
XML format. Web site quality ratings could be used by Web retrieval systems to help users to ﬁnd
the highest quality XML resources for their information needs. Additionally, this model could be help-
ful to Web developers to improve the quality of Web sites from a user’s point of view.
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Over the last years, the amount of information available in the Web has been increasing
at an explosive rate. Usually, the World Wide Web (WWW or Web) contains hundreds of
interconnected pages/sites of widely varying quality for any user query. Therefore, tech-
niques are needed to enable users to deal with this vast amount of Web information
[27,28]. However, the main challenge when dealing with the Web is not necessarily its vast
amount of information. Other real and important challenges nowadays are: to give per-
sonalized information retrieval, to control the spamming, to evaluate the quality of
Web resources, to ﬁnd high-quality information in the Web, etc. In this work, we focus
on the problem of quality evaluation in the Web.
The Web can be deﬁned as an information market [6] used by thousands of information
consumers to satisfy their information needs. Generally, ﬁnding information related to a
given interest is easy. The problem is that most current Web retrieval systems provide
information to a consumer that is not always quality information. Nowadays, information
consumers demand relevant and high-quality information. However, the Web is an unreg-
ulated information market and it is not easy to identify and ﬁnd useful and high-quality
information [37]. Furthermore, as it is pointed out in [14], ‘‘well-founded and practical
approaches to assess or even guarantee a required degree of the quality of data on the
Web are still missing’’. Due to the heterogeneity of the Web it is very diﬃcult to deﬁne
a general approach of Web quality evaluation. Hence, diﬀerent made-to-measure
approaches have been proposed to evaluate the quality on diﬀerent Web resources.
Among these we can cite evaluation models on quality of Web portals of organizations
[49], quality of cultural Web sites [10], quality of SGML (Standard Generalized Markup
Language) documents [13,20], quality of mobile Internet services [8], quality of personal
Web sites [25], quality of Web applications [34,35], quality of tourist Web sites [30], quality
of e-commerce [2,33], quality of health Web sites [3,39]. In the case of Web sites, evalua-
tion models of the quality of Web sites have been designed by following two diﬀerent
approaches: (i) the use of ad-hoc models [1,3,39] or (ii) the use of well-known models
which are being successfully applied in other ﬁelds, as done for example by Luis Olsina
et. al. in [34,35] where they used the quality evaluation framework for software develop-
ment or by other authors in [8,25] where their models were based on the information qual-
ity framework for information systems proposed in [24,29,42,45]. In this work, we address
the quality of content-based Web sites used to store and provide information, as it could
be for example the Web site of a research department in a university, and use the quality
information framework deﬁned in [24,29,42,45] as reference framework.
Based on the ISO standard three diﬀerent views to evaluate the quality of Web sites are
identiﬁed [30,35,40]: users’ view, developers’ view and manager’s view. The ﬁrst one eval-
uates the quality based on the use of the Web site, i.e., the quality of service oﬀered by the
Web site [1–3,39,8,34,35,53], which is an external quality perspective [40]. In this case,
users’ participation in the evaluation processes is required and their evaluation judgements
are used to derive quality ratings of the Web sites. The aim of Web quality approaches
based on the users’ view is to help them in ﬁnding high-quality Web services. Additionally,
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[8] can also be identiﬁed, and therefore these approaches can be reused to help Web devel-
opers to improve quality of Web sites [1,8,34,35]. The developers’ view approach evaluates
the quality based on implementation characteristics of the Web site, such as functionality,
eﬃciency, maintainability, portability [10]. The aim of this approach is to help developers
to redesign Web sites. The managers’ view approach evaluates the quality of Web sites
based on economic criteria such as cost or productivity. These last two approaches draw
an internal quality perspective [40]. They do not require the participation of general users,
that is, quality ratings are obtained by heuristic procedures guided by specialist users in
order to identify speciﬁc software problems of the Web site. Obviously, manager’s or
developer’s goals are quite diﬀerent to the user’s goals and therefore the combination of
the three views in one model could be contradictory. Although both managers’ and devel-
opers’ view approaches are important in order to evaluate the quality of Web sites, we
must point out that because the main objective of a Web site is to attend users and the
users’ view approach is the most important one when evaluating the quality of Web sites.
In this work we design tools for evaluating the information quality of content-based Web
sites to help users to ﬁnd high-quality information and thus the use of a user’s view based
approach is necessary. An important aspect of the user’s view based approach is the mod-
elling of users’ opinions which are normally qualitative nature. We propose to use the
fuzzy linguistic modelling [7,16–18,21,50] to represent users’ perceptions and to manage
the quality ratings. In such a way, we build a ﬂexible and formal framework to work with
the qualitative information provided by the users.
In ISO norms (ISO 8402, 1991) [22] the concept of quality is deﬁned as ‘‘the totality of
characteristics of an entity that bear on its ability to satisfy stated and implied needs.’’ Based
on this deﬁnition, the quality of a content-based Web site should be related to set of char-
acteristics that reﬂect how well it meets the user information needs, and therefore, it should
be associated with user satisfaction and external quality criteria. According to [41] there are
three factors aﬀecting the way a user perceives and valuates a content-based Web site: con-
tent, Web page design, and overall site design. The ﬁrst factor concerns the information
oﬀered by the site, the other factors concern the way in which the site makes content acces-
sible and understandable to its users. Consequently, we identify two types of external char-
acteristics to evaluate the quality of a content-based Web site: (i) technical characteristics
related to the design of the Web site (e.g. site structure, layout of web pages, multilingual-
ism, navigation tools, user interface, etc.) and (ii) content characteristics related to the qual-
ity of the information content that it provides (e.g. relevance, believability, completeness).
It is well known that most information is represented on the Web by means of HTML
pages [46]. In [20] a quality evaluation model of SGML documents based on fuzzy linguis-
tic modelling was proposed. However, this model is not easily exportable to HTML doc-
uments due to the functional simplicity of HTML. Nowadays, we observe an evolution of
the Web towards a more functional, richer XML based structure. XML is rapidly becom-
ing the Web standard for data representation and exchange [44]. XML is a simple, very
ﬂexible text format derived from SGML and intended to make it more usable for distrib-
uting materials on the Web [15]. The use of markup languages like XML helps preserve
Web device independence, allows content reuse and could improve the activity of multi-
agent systems [27,28]. XML is characterized by interoperatibility, ease of use, and exten-
sibility, and allows to improve the representation of Web resources. For example in the
case of Web documents, XML allows us to describe the content of documents, but also
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quality evaluation schemes) that could be used in future information retrieval processes on
the Web. This can be done using XML Schema language [43]. XML Schema language pro-
vides enhanced as well as more comprehensive and powerful features than a document
type deﬁnition (DTD), the traditional mechanism used to describe the structure and con-
tent of XML documents.
The aim of this paper is to present a fuzzy linguistic model to evaluate the information
quality of Web sites that store XML documents using XML Schemas. This model will
allow us to generate quality ratings of the Web sites that have information stored in multi-
ple kinds of XML documents, e.g. scientiﬁc articles, opinion articles, etc. In most quality
evaluation approaches of Web sites there is no clear distinction between page and site
quality [40]. We assume that a Web site is an organized collection of Web pages that store
information on one or more interest topics, and include this distinction in our model. The
idea consists in evaluating a Web site according to the judgements supplied by all its vis-
itors. After visiting a Web site to examine a stored document the users are invited to com-
plete an evaluation questionnaire on the information quality of the site. Using the
information quality framework for information systems proposed in [24,29,42,45], we
develop a particular evaluation scheme of Web sites which is oriented to the user. This
evaluation scheme considers both technical criteria of Web site design and criteria related
to the information content of Web sites. The chosen criteria are easily comprehensible to
the users and therefore Web visitors can easily assess them. Visitors provide their evalua-
tion judgements by means of linguistic terms assessed on linguistic variables [50]. Given an
area of interest, the quality rating of a Web site is obtained by combining the linguistic
evaluation judgements provided by diﬀerent visitors to the site. To do this, the two oper-
ators for fuzzy computing with words, the Linguistic Ordered Weighted Averaging
(LOWA) operator [17] and the Linguistic Weighted Averaging (LWA) operator [16],
are used. The later allows managing relative importance degrees among quality criteria
in the evaluation process. Quality ratings will therefore be linguistic values that express
qualitatively the information quality of the Web site with respect to the area of interest.
These linguistic quality ratings are incorporated in the representation of Web documents
using the power of the XML Schema language, and could be useful to search quality
resources in XML format. Thus, when a user requires information the retrieved docu-
ments can be provided to him/her together with the associated quality ratings of the
Web sites that store them, and in such a way, the users may ﬁnd easier the highest quality
XML resources for their information needs. Additionally, this model could be helpful to
Web developers to improve the quality of Web sites from a user’s point of view.
The paper is set out as follows. The foundation of fuzzy computing with words and the
XML documents is reviewed in Section 2. A background on quality of Web sites is pre-
sented in Section 3. The fuzzy linguistic model to evaluate the information quality of
Web sites is deﬁned in Section 4. An analysis of its performance is shown in Section 5.
Finally, in Section 6 we present our conclusions.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we present the fuzzy tools that allow managing linguistic information
and carry out the processes of fuzzy computing with words, and also the deﬁnition of
the structure of XML documents that are stored in the Web sites to evaluate.
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According to Zadeh [52] both linguistic aspects and computing with words processes of
problems can be modelled using fuzzy linguistic techniques, being the ordinal approach a
widely accepted one [16–18,21]. In this approach a ﬁnite and totally ordered label set
S ¼ fsig; i C f0; . . . ; Tg in the usual sense, i.e., si P sj if iP j, and with odd cardinality
(7 or 9 labels) is considered. The mid term represents an assessment of ‘‘approximately
0.5’’, and the rest of the terms are placed symmetrically around it. The semantics of the
label set is established from the ordered structure of the label set by considering that each
label for the pair ðsi; sTiÞ is equally informative. For example, we can use the following set
of nine labels for the user to provide their evaluations: fT ¼ Total; EH ¼ Extremely High;
VH ¼ Very High; H ¼ High; M ¼ Medium; L ¼ Low; VL ¼ Very Low; EL ¼ Extremely
Low; N ¼ Noneg.
In any linguistic approach aggregation operators of linguistic information are needed.
The main advantage of the fuzzy linguistic approach [16,17] when compared with other
approaches resides in its simpler and faster computational model. This is based on the
symbolic computation and therefore the computation on labels is done by taking into
account their position in the ordered structure of labels. Usually, computing with words
is deﬁned by establishing (i) a negation operator, (ii) comparison operators based on
the ordered structure of linguistic terms, and (iii) adequate aggregation operators of lin-
guistic information. The negation operator is deﬁned from the semantics associated to
the linguistic terms as NegðsiÞ ¼ sjjj ¼ T  i; while for comparison operators of linguistic
terms the following two operators are deﬁned: (i) Maximization operator, MAXðsi; sjÞ ¼
si if si P sj; and (ii) Minimization operator, MINðsi; sjÞ ¼ si if si 6 sj.
In the following subsections, we present two aggregation operators to carry out pro-
cesses of fuzzy computing with words which are based on symbolic computation2.1.1. The LOWA operator
The LOWA (Linguistic Ordered Weighted Averaging) is an operator for fuzzy
computing with words which is used to aggregate non-weighted linguistic infor-
mation, i.e., linguistic information values with equal importance [17]. The LOWA opera-
tor is a recursive operator to combine linguistic information. It is based on the OWA
operator [48] and the convex combination of linguistic labels [11], and it is deﬁned as
follows:
Deﬁnition 1. Let A ¼ fa1; . . . ; amg be a set of labels to be aggregate. The LOWA operator,
U, is deﬁned as Uða1; . . . ; amÞ ¼ W  BT ¼ Cmfwk; bk; k ¼ 1; . . . ;mg ¼ w1Hb1  ð1 w1ÞH
Cm1fbh; bh; h ¼ 2; . . . ;mg, where
• H and  stand for the product of a real number by a label and the addition of labels,
respectively.
• W ¼ ½w1; . . . ;wm, is a weighting vector, such that, wi 2 ½0; 1 and
P
iwi ¼ 1.
• bh ¼ wh=ð
Pm
k¼2wkÞ; h ¼ 2; . . . ;m, is the expression to compute the weighting vector W
in each recursive step h.
• B ¼ fb1; . . . ; bmg is a non-increasing ordered vector associated to A, i.e., bj 6 bi8i 6 j
and
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C2fwi; bi; i ¼ 1; 2g ¼ w1Hsj  ð1 w1ÞHsi ¼ sk
with k ¼ minfT ; iþ roundðw1  ðj iÞÞg; sj; si 2 S; ðjP iÞ, being S the label set used to
represent arguments aj, T þ 1 the cardinality of S, ‘‘round’’ the usual round operation,
and b1 ¼ sj, b2 ¼ si. If wj ¼ 1 and wi ¼ 0 with i 6¼ j8i, then Cmfwi; bi; i ¼ 1; . . . ;mg ¼ bj.
Like OWA operators [48], the LOWA operator is an ‘‘or-and’’ operator [17], i.e., its result is
located between the maximum and minimum of the set of aggregated linguistic values. If
W  ¼ ½1; 0; . . . ; 0 then Uða1; . . . ; amÞ ¼ MAXða1; . . . ; amÞ, while if W  ¼ ½0; . . . ; 0; 1 then
Uða1; . . . ; amÞ ¼ MINða1; . . . ; amÞ. We must point out that the aggregation behaviour of
the LOWA operator can be controlled by means of the weighting vectorW. In order to clas-
sify OWA operators in regard to their localisation between the and and or operators, Yager
[48] introduced a measure of orness associated with any vector W, which is deﬁned as
ornessðW Þ ¼ 1
m 1
Xm
k¼1
ðm kÞwk:
It can be easily shown that ornessðW Þ ¼ 1, while ornessðW Þ ¼ 0. Note that the closer the
orness measure of W is to one, the nearer W is to the or operator; while the closer the or-
ness measure ofW is to zero the nearerW is to the and operator. Therefore, moving weight
upW increases orness(W), while moving weight downW causes a decreasing in orness(W).
An important question of the LOWA operator is the determination of W. A possible
solution consists of representing the concept of fuzzy majority by means of the weights
of W, using a non-decreasing proportional fuzzy linguistic quantiﬁer [51], Q, in its compu-
tation [48]: wi ¼ Qði=mÞ  Qðði 1Þ=mÞ; i ¼ 1; . . . ;m, being the membership function of Q
with deﬁnition parameters (a; b),
QðrÞ ¼
0 if r < a
ra
ba if a 6 r 6 b
1 if r > b
8><
>:
with a; b; r 2 ½0; 1. Some examples of non-decreasing proportional fuzzy linguistic quan-
tiﬁer are ‘‘most’’ (0.3,0.8), ‘‘at least half’’ (0, 0.5) and ‘‘as many as possible’’ (0.5,1). When
a fuzzy linguistic quantiﬁer Q is used to compute the weights of LOWA operator U, it is
symbolized by UQ.
For example, the aggregation procedure of the three labels fL;H ;EHg using the LOWA
operator U is applied as follows:
(i) A fuzzy linguistic quantiﬁer Q is selected to compute the weighting vector W. The
linguistic quantiﬁer ‘‘at least half’’ with parameters (0,0.5) would result in
W ¼ ½Qð1=3Þ  Qð0=3Þ;Qð2=3Þ  Qð1=3Þ;Qð3=3Þ  Qð2=3Þ; 
¼ ½0:67 0; 1 0:67; 1 1 ¼ ½0:67; 0:33; 0
(ii) The recursive deﬁnition of the LOWA operator UQ is applied
UQðL;H ;EHÞ ¼ ½0:67; 0:33; 0  ½EH ;H ; LT ¼ C3fð0:67;EHÞ; ð0:33;HÞ; ð0;LÞg
¼ 0:67HEH  ð10:67ÞHC2fðb1;HÞ; ðb2; LÞg
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H , and thereforeUQðL;H ;EHÞ ¼ 0:67HEH  ð1 0:67ÞHH
Given that minfT ¼ 8; 5þ roundð0:67  ð7 5ÞÞg ¼ 6 and indexðVHÞ ¼ 6, we ﬁnally
have
UQðL;H ;EHÞ ¼ 0:67HEH  ð1 0:67ÞHH ¼ VH2.1.2. The LWA operator
The Linguistic Weighted Averaging (LWA) operator [16] is another important operator
for fuzzy computing with words, which is based on the LOWA operator. It is deﬁned to
aggregate weighted linguistic information, i.e., linguistic information values with not equal
importance.
Usually, the aggregation of weighted information involves two activities [16]: (i) the
transformation of the weighted information under the importance degrees by means of
a transformation function h, and (ii) the aggregation of the transformed weighted informa-
tion by means of an aggregation operator of non-weighted information f. In the deﬁnition
of the LWA operator we use as f the LOWA operator U. In [47], Yager discussed the eﬀect
of the importance degrees on the aggregation operators ‘‘MAX’’ and ‘‘MIN’’ and sug-
gested a class of functions for importance transformation for each type of aggregation.
For the MIN aggregation, he suggested a family of t-conorms acting on the weighted
information and the negation of the importance degree, which are non-increasing with
respect to the importance degrees. For the MAX aggregation, he suggested a family of
t-norms acting on weighted information and the importance degree, which are non-
decreasing with respect to the importance degrees. Accordingly, the LWA operator was
deﬁned in [16] as follows:
Deﬁnition 2. The aggregation of a set of weighted linguistic opinions, fðc1; a1Þ; . . . ;
ðcm; amÞgci, ai 2 S, according to the LWA operator P is deﬁned as P½ðc1; a1Þ; . . . ;
ðcm; amÞ ¼ Uðhðc1; a1Þ; . . . ; hðcm; amÞÞ, where ai represents the weighted opinion, ci the
importance degree of ai, and h is the transformation function deﬁned depending on the
weighting vector W assumed for the LOWA operator U, such that, h ¼ MINðci; aiÞ if
orness(W)P 0.5, and h ¼ MAXðNegðciÞ; aiÞ if orness(W) < 0.5.
For example, the aggregation procedure of the three weighted labels fðVH ; LÞ;
ðL;HÞ; ðM ;EHÞg using the LWA operator P is applied as follows:
(i) A fuzzy linguistic quantiﬁer Q is selected to compute the weighting vector W of the
LOWA operator U. The linguistic quantiﬁer ‘‘at least half’’ would result in
W ¼ ½0:67; 0:33; 0.
(ii) The orness value corresponding to this linguistic quantiﬁer Q is computed
ornessðW Þ¼ 1=2ðð31Þ0:67þð32Þ0:33þð33Þ0Þ¼ 1=2ð1:34þ0:33þ0Þ¼ 0:835:
(iii) Because ornessðW Þ > 0:5 then the transformation function f ¼ MINðci; aiÞ is used in
the deﬁnition of P
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¼ UQðL; L;MÞ ¼ ½0:67; 0:33; 0  ½M ; L; LT
¼ C3fð0:67;MÞ; ð0:33; LÞ; ð0; LÞg
¼ 0:67HM  ð1 0:67ÞHL:
Finally, because minfT ¼ 8; 3þ roundð0:67  ð4 3ÞÞg ¼ 4 and indexðMÞ ¼ 4, we haveP½ðVH ; LÞ; ðL;HÞ; ðM ;EHÞ ¼ M :2.2. Deﬁnition of the structure of documents stored in web sites
In this work, we assume that the target Web sites to be evaluated store documents struc-
tured in XML format and these documents are valid XML documents. As we said at the
beginning, XML is a simpliﬁed version of SGML (optimized for its platform independent
use on the Internet) that preserves its extensibility and adaptability. The close relationship
between both standards is evident in the fact that all valid XML documents are also valid
SGML documents. Despite its name, XML is not really a language, but a metalanguage
(i.e., a set of rules governing the development of unique tags for encoding XML docu-
ments). That is, XML provides the rules for deﬁning a markup language based on tags.
Valid XML documents are deﬁned by a description of the structure of the document
and the content itself marked with tags which corresponds to that structure. The descrip-
tion of the structure of the XML document may be deﬁned by a DTD or a XML schema.
Both, DTDs and XML schemas are documents that are used to declare and validate the
structure of XML data. In this work the structure of documents is deﬁned through XML
schemas. In the following, we show some of the advantages that XML schemas have over
previous technologies, such as DTDs:
1. XML schema use XML syntax, so it is not necessary to learn a new syntax to deﬁne a
data structure.
2. Using XML schemas is easier to describe permissible content for a document, validate
the correctness of data, deﬁne restrictions on data, deﬁne data formats, and convert
data between diﬀerent datatypes.
3. XML schemas allow grouping elements to control the recurrence of elements and
attributes.
4. XML schemas are extensible, supporting reusable types and allowing the creation of
new datatypes using the inheritance property. Furthermore, XML schemas can be
reused and referenced from other schemas. Therefore, XML schemas allow improving
representation of Web resources.
Datatypes are to W3C XML schema what classes are to object oriented programming lan-
guages. If, instead of writing documentation and processes for each element and attribute
(i.e., for each object), we are able to write documentation and process for each type (i.e.,
each class of objects), and if each of our types is used to describe several elements and attri-
butes, we may hope for gains of productivity [43]. The beneﬁt of building reusable type
libraries is potentially huge in terms of interoperability and reusability. With the name
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features can improve the documentation of XML vocabularies by providing a way to
attach such information to elements, attributes, or datatypes within their context.
For each document type (scientiﬁc article, opinion article, . . .) we have to deﬁne a dif-
ferent XML schema. The example below shows the structure of a ‘‘scientiﬁc article’’ doc-
ument type.
Example 1
h?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF8"?i
hxsd:schema xmlns:xsd=www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
targetNamespace=www.ugr.es/~glirs/schemas
xmlns=www.ugr.es/~glirs/schemas
elementFormDefault="qualified"i
hxsd:element name="article" maxOccurs="unbounded"i
hxsd:complexTypei
hxsd:sequencei
hxsd:element name="uri_doc" type="xsd:anyURI"/i
hxsd:element name="title" type="xsd:string"/i
hxsd:element name="authors"i
hxsd:complexTypei
hxsd:sequencei
hxsd:element name="author" type="xsd:string" maxOc-
curs="unbounded"/i
h/xsd:sequencei
h/xsd:complexTypei
h/xsd:elementi
hxsd:element name="abstract" type="xsd:string" minOc-
curs="0"/i
hxsd:element name="introduction" type="xsd:string"/i
hxsd:element name="body"i
hxsd:complexTypei
hxsd:sequencei
hxsd:element name="section" maxOccurs="unbounded"i
hxsd:complexTypei
hxsd:sequencei
hxsd:element name="titleS" type="xsd:string"/i
hxsd:element name="p" type="xsd:string" maxOc-
curs="unbounded"/i
h/xsd:sequencei
h/xsd:complexTypei
h/xsd:elementi
h/xsd:sequencei
h/xsd:complexTypei
h/xsd:elementi
hxsd:element name="conclusions" type="xsd:string"/i
hxsd:element name="bibliography" minOccurs="0"i
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hxsd:sequencei
hxsd:element name="bibitem" type="xsd:string" maxOc-
curs="unbounded"/i
h/xsd:sequencei
h/xsd:complexTypei
h/xsd:elementi
h/xsd:sequencei
h/xsd:complexTypei
h/xsd:elementi
h/xsd:schemai
According to this schema, the document ‘‘article’’ is composed by an URI to identify the
Web resource, a title, at least one author, at most one abstract, an introduction, a body,
conclusions and a bibliography. The body is made up of at least one section and each sec-
tion is composed by its respective title (‘‘titleS’’) and paragraphs (‘‘p’’). The bibliography is
made up of at least one ‘‘bibitem’’. All these elements pertain to the strings data type. This
structure allows arranging the content of the document but there is no reference to the for-
mat the documents will be displayed on the clients’ browser. Due to this, when a client
requests a document the server will dynamically transform it into a browser readable for-
mat such as XHTML, HTML, DOC, PDF, etc. (depending on the user’s preferences)
using XSLT style sheets [9].
A DTD, though extremely useful, has serious deﬁciencies. It oﬀers only very limited
data typing. XML schema is a DTD successor that expresses shared vocabularies and pro-
vides a guide for characterizing an XML document’s structure, content, and semantics.3. Work related to the quality of web sites
The debate on how to evaluate and identify the quality of the information available on the
Web is still an unclosed matter that involves the eﬀorts of information and computer science
researchers. Particularly, the concept of quality of Web sites is still under-deﬁned [1,14,49].
There is considerable confusion in deﬁning and interpreting the meaning of quality for Web
sites and it is not easy to establish a general deﬁnition. This is duemainly to the heterogeneity
and diverse nature of the existing Web sites [49]. There are diﬀerent types of Web sites, each
one with its particular characteristics and goals, e.g. healthWeb sites [3,39], touristWeb sites
[30], commercial Web sites [2,33], content-based Web sites [25,49], etc. Consequently, qual-
ity criteria in each evaluation model diﬀer according to the type of Web site. For example,
criteria such as information accuracy or information relevance are important for Web sites
that provide Web documents or information about products or corporations, while criteria
such as easy payment or security/privacy are important for Web sites that market products.
A careful analysis of the diﬀerent existing approaches allows identifying two types of
quality criteria to carry out the quality evaluation process of a Web site [40]:
1. Internal quality criteria, which are concerned with issues like maintainability, portabil-
ity, cost eﬀectiveness, etc. Usually, they are measured objectively by automated proce-
dures. Therefore, their measurement is relatively easy.
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accessibility, ease of navigation, reliability, security, etc. Usually, they are measured
subjectively by empirical test fulﬁlled by users. Therefore, their measurement is some-
how complex and expensive but necessary to evaluate correctly the quality of a Web
site.
As said at the beginning, there are three diﬀerent views to evaluate the quality of Web sites
[30,35,40]: the user’s view, the developer’s view and the manager’s view. Developer’s and
manager’s view quality approaches are based on internal quality criteria while user’s view
quality approaches are based on external quality criteria. The internal quality criteria
based approaches do not permit to detect problems related to typical users of the site while
the external one does. Clearly, internal quality criteria are important to improve the devel-
opment of a Web site. However, there are various reasons for external quality criteria to be
considered more important than internal ones to evaluate the quality of Web sites. On the
one hand, the Web is a universal information space overcoming barriers created by
humans towards people with diﬀerent cultures or physical limitations [5] and its aim is
to help users in their activities by providing information/products/services. Under this
point of view, external quality criteria are necessary to evaluate the quality of any Web
resource. On the other hand, the Web is an information market with users considered
as potential consumers [6]. In this context, the quality of a Web site is related to its success
with the customers in terms of attracting new customers and retaining existing customers.
Obviously, this is related to the user satisfaction, which can only be evaluated using exter-
nal quality criteria. Because of this, most of existing quality approaches of Web sites are
based on user’s view and use external quality criteria [1–3,8,10,25,34,35,39,49]. There are
two types of external quality criteria to be taken into account to evaluate the information
quality of a content-based Web site [33,41,49]: (i) technical criteria, which are used to eval-
uate the system quality to make content accessible and understandable (e.g., site structure,
layout of web pages, multilingualism, navigation tools, user interface), and (ii) content cri-
teria, which are used to evaluate the information quality presented in a Web site (e.g. rel-
evance, usefulness, believability, completeness).
In Web quality evaluation, one of the main handicaps to overcome is the endemic lack
of a theoretical Web information quality framework that can be taken as a reference
model [14]. Due to this, many researchers have tried to use other well-founded quality
assessment frameworks deﬁned for other ﬁelds. Luis Olsina et al. in [34,35] base their Web-
QEM model on the ISO/IEC 9126-1 standard [23] deﬁned for development of software
and use software quality categories as usability, functionality, reliability and eﬃciency,
which are easily perceptible by the users. Davoli et al. in [10] deﬁne their FQT4Web using
also the ISO/IEC 9126-1 standard but considering some technical W3C recommendations.
They use six quality categories (usability, basic functionality, advanced functionality,
accessibility, eﬃciency and maintainability) and propose to limit the users’ participation
and to apply fuzzy operators to improve the aggregation procedures. Luisa Mich et al.
in [30] present their 2QCV3Q model using classical Ciceronian loci as the theoretical ref-
erence framework. They assume seven quality categories (identity, content, services, loca-
tion, management, usability, and feasibility) derived from classical Ciceronian rhetoric
rules, basically Kipling’s six honest serving-men Who-What-Why-Where-When-How plus
an examination of resources. Zhang and von Dran in [53] deﬁne their quality evalua-
tion model using Kano’s model of quality for business [26] as the theoretical reference
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mance quality dimension and exciting quality dimension. Katerattanakul and Siau in
[25] develop their quality evaluation model using the information quality framework for
information systems deﬁned in [24,29,42,45]. They assume the following four quality cat-
egories: intrinsic quality category, contextual quality category, representational quality
category and accessibility quality category. In all cases, in each category appears a set
of evaluation criteria to evaluate it. We must point out that among all the theoretical ref-
erence frameworks the latter is one of the most used. In fact, it has been satisfactorily
applied in others Web contexts such as mobile Internet services [8] or e-commerce [32].
This information quality framework is deﬁned to evaluate information quality of informa-
tion systems from a consumer’s perspective, i.e., assuming that the quality of information
cannot be assessed independently of the consumers who use the information. This frame-
work allows information system managers to better understand and meet their informa-
tion consumers’ information quality needs, and therefore it is very appropriate to
evaluate the information quality of content-based Web sites.
Finally, we should point out that Web quality evaluation approaches suﬀer from sev-
eral limitations:
• They do not provide an adequate theoretical framework to manage qualitative and
subjective evaluation judgements provided by the users. As a consequence, most
approaches consider quantitative answers in their questionnaires [1,2,8,10,12,25,
34,35,49] or qualitative assessments limited to a YESnNO answer [3,39].
• They usually consider all quality categories and criteria as equally important in the eval-
uation scheme, and those that use importance degrees do not provide adequate opera-
tors to model them in the evaluation processes [39,53].
• The length of a questionnaire depends on how precise is the focus of the questions and
whether one question leads on to a further questions. Clearly, it is likely that the usual
user will be more comfortable with a shorter questionnaire. Most of the questionnaire
based approaches do not assume this fact in their Web quality models and propose too
long questionnaires (with 25 items or more) to users [1,3,8,10,25,53].
• They also suﬀer the granularity problem [40], i.e. they do not make a clear distinction
between Web page and Web site quality.4. A fuzzy linguistic model to evaluate the quality of web sites based on XML documents
In this section we present a quality evaluation model for Web sites based on XML doc-
uments which addresses the aforementioned drawbacks. This model is user-centered and is
based on a fuzzy linguistic approach. It consists of two components, an evaluation scheme
containing the evaluation criteria or dimensions to be considered in the evaluation of the
quality of Web sites, and a computing method of linguistic quality ratings.4.1. Evaluation scheme
We propose and develop an evaluation scheme for analyzing the information quality of
Web sites that store XML documents based on the information quality framework deﬁned
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framework and our evaluation scheme.4.1.1. Information quality framework for information systems
The information quality framework deﬁned in [24,29,42,45] was proposed based on the
premise that the quality of information systems cannot be assessed independently of the
information consumers’ opinions. This framework establishes four major information
quality categories to classify the diﬀerent evaluation dimensions [24,29,42,45]:
1. Intrinsic information quality, which emphasizes the importance of the informative aspects
of the information itself. This implies that information has quality in its own right. The
main dimension of this category is the accuracy of the information. If a reputation for
inaccurate information becomes common knowledge for a particular information sys-
tem, this system is viewed as having little added value and will result in a reduction of
its use. Other dimensions of this category are: believability, reputation and objectivity.
2. Contextual information quality. The information quality must be considered within the
context of the task in hand; it must be relevant, timely, complete, and appropriate in
terms of amount, so as to add value to the tasks for which the information is provided.
Some of the dimensions of this category are: value added, relevance, completeness,
timeliness, appropriate amount.
3. Representational information quality. The information systems must present their infor-
mation in such a way that it is interpretable, easy to understand, easy to manipulate,
and is represented concisely and consistently. Some of its dimensions are: understand-
ability, interpretability, concise representation, consistent representation.
4. Accessibility information quality, which emphasizes the importance of the technical
aspects of computer systems that provide access to information. It requires that the
information system must be accessible but secure. Therefore, some dimensions of this
category are: accessibility and secure access.
Using this information quality framework, in [25] a designer-driven model to evaluate the
informative quality of personal Web sites is proposed, which includes the following eval-
uation categories and dimensions:
• Intrinsic quality of personal Web sites. This category presents the following dimensions:
(i) accuracy and errors of the content, and (ii) accurate, workable and relevant hyperlinks.
• Contextual quality of personal Web sites. This category presents one dimension: provi-
sion of author’s information.
• Representational quality of personal Web sites. This category presents the following
dimensions: (i) organization, visual settings, typographical features, and consistency,
(ii) vividness and attractiveness, and (iii) confusion of the content.
• Accessibility quality of personal Web sites. This category presents one dimension: nav-
igational tools provided.4.1.2. Evaluation scheme of quality of web sites
Using the above information quality framework we develop an evaluation scheme for
analyzing the information quality of Web sites from the information consumers’ perspec-
tive. To this end, we will take into account the following:
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most important content evaluation criteria the following ones: accuracy, relevance,
timeliness, completeness, and understandability; and as the most important technical
evaluation criteria the following ones: easy to navigate and search tool. Both content
and technical evaluation criteria are combined in our evaluation scheme.
b. In our model, we aim to generate quality ratings or recommendations on Web sites
from the evaluations provided by diﬀerent visitors to Web sites. Therefore, the pro-
posed evaluation scheme requires the inclusion of subjective dimensions easily com-
prehensible to the information consumers (such as relevance, understandability)
rather than dimensions that can be objectively measured independently of the con-
sumers (such as the accuracy measured by the number of spelling or grammatical
errors).
c. An excessive number of quality dimensions should not be included in the evaluation
scheme in order to not confuse the users and help them in understanding it. The rea-
son for this is that user’s capability to cope with concepts at one time is limited (the
magical number 7 ± 2 [31]). Therefore, a long and complex evaluation scheme would
cause the not participation of the user and would eventually limit the evaluation
scheme’s own application possibilities.
d. We aim to analyse Web sites that store information in multiple kinds of documents
structured in XML format (e.g. scientiﬁc articles, opinion articles). These Web sites
are visited occasionally by users because they store documents which meet their
information needs. Therefore, users’ opinions on the information quality of these
documents (e.g. their relevance) must be taken as an important dimension in the
evaluation scheme. As a consequence, we make a clear distinction between Web doc-
ument quality and Web site quality.
Taking into account the above considerations, we deﬁne a user-oriented evaluation scheme
of Web sites that contemplates four quality categories with the following evaluation
dimensions (see Table 1):
1. Intrinsic quality of Web sites. Accuracy of information is the main determinant of the
intrinsic information quality of information systems. Given that we consider Web sites
as information sources visited occasionally, we are not interested in evaluating the accu-
racy by means of grammatical and spelling errors or relevant hyperlinks existing on the
Web site as in [25]. We rather evaluate the accuracy of Web sites by considering what
visitors think about the believability of the information content provided by Web sites.
2. Contextual quality of Web sites. In our evaluation scheme neither the dimension of
author’s information, as in [25], nor the appropriate amount of information areTable 1
Evaluation scheme of Web sites oriented to the user
Information quality categories Evaluation dimensions
Intrinsic quality of Web sites Believability
Contextual quality of Web sites Relevance, timeliness, completeness
Representational quality of Web
sites
understandability of Web sites, originality, understandability of documents,
conciseness
Accessibility quality of Web sites Navigational tools
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the relevance, timeliness and completeness of the documents Web sites provide them
with, when they search for information on particular topic. This is the most important
category in the evaluation scheme we propose.
3. Representational quality of Web sites. For Web sites providing information stored in
XML documents, two aspects from this category are analysed: the representational
aspects of Web site design and, the representational aspects of the documents stored
in the Web site. For the ﬁrst one, we consider what visitors think about the understand-
ability of the Web site, i.e., whether or not the Web site is well organized so that visitors
can easily understand how to access stored documents. For the second one, we consider
what visitors think about the understandability, originality and conciseness of the infor-
mation content of the XML documents they have used.
4. Accessibility quality of Web sites. In this category, whether or not the Web site provides
enough navigation mechanisms so that visitors can reach their desired documents faster
and easier must be assessed as in [25]. A lack of eﬀective paths to access desired docu-
ments would handicap visitors, and therefore navigation tools are necessary to help
users locate the information they require. We evaluate this category by considering
what visitors think about the navigational tools of the Web site. The search tool dimen-
sion is not considered a key aspect for this evaluation category because we assume Web
sites visited by users that are using a Web retrieval system external to the site. Similarly,
security dimension is unnecessary in a content-based Web site.
4.2. Computing method of linguistic quality ratings
In this section, a computing method of linguistic quality ratings for evaluating the
information quality of Web sites based on XML documents is presented. These linguistic
quality ratings are obtained from the linguistic evaluation judgements provided by a non-
determined number of Web visitors. After a visitor has used an XML document stored in a
Web site, he/she is invited to complete a quality evaluation questionnaire as per the quality
dimensions established in the above evaluation scheme. The linguistic quality ratings are
obtained by aggregating the linguistic evaluation judgements by means of the LWA and
LOWA operators, which are a linguistic family of OWA operators [48]. We use these oper-
ators because they allow us to include in the computation of the rankings the concept of
‘‘fuzzy majority’’ [17] represented by the linguistic quantiﬁer used to compute the weight-
ing vector of the OWA operator. In such a way, the linguistic quality ratings are obtained
according to the fuzzy majority of the opinions provided about the fuzzy majority of cri-
teria of the evaluation scheme.
4.2.1. The quality evaluation questionnaire
The quality evaluation questionnaire will contain a question for each one of the evalu-
ation dimensions proposed in the evaluation scheme. This means that the questionnaire
will consists of nine questions: fq1; . . . ; q9g. As an example, the question for the quality
dimension ‘‘believability’’ could be {q1}: ‘‘In your opinion, what is the degree of believabil-
ity of this Web site?’’ The concept embedded in each question is rated on a linguistic term
set S. For example, we can use the set of nine linguistic terms proposed in Section 2 to rate
all the questions in the questionnaire. In this case, assessing the question q1 with value
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ability degree’’.
This linguistic term set S is deﬁned in another XML schema (see Example 2) which
must be referred from each diﬀerent document type’s schema using an xsd:include element.
Example 2. XML schema ‘‘Labels.xsd’’, in which the linguistic term set S is deﬁned
through a data type we call ‘‘lblrank’’.h?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?i
hxsd:schema xmlns:xsd=www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
elementFormDefault="qualified"i
hxsd:simpleType name="lblRank"i
hxsd:restriction base="xsd:string"i
hxsd:enumeration value="Total"/i
hxsd:enumeration value="ExtremelyHigh"/i
hxsd:enumeration value="VeryHigh"/i
hxsd:enumeration value="High"/i
hxsd:enumeration value="Medium"/i
hxsd:enumeration value="Low"/i
hxsd:enumeration value="VeryLow"/i
hxsd:enumeration value="ExtremelyLow"/i
hxsd:enumeration value="None"/i
h/xsd:restrictioni
h/xsd:simpleTypei
h/xsd:schemai
We also assume that each quality dimension is not equally important in the evaluation
scheme, i.e. a relative linguistic importance degree is assigned to each quality dimension:
fIðq1Þ; . . . ; Iðq9Þg, IðqiÞ 2 S. This will allow to assign a higher importance degree to the
quality dimensions related with the Web site contents itself (those included in the ﬁrst
and second category of evaluation scheme) than the remaining ones. In particular, as
we said before, users’ opinions on the information quality of documents (relevance) should
have associated a high importance degree. The particular importance degree associated to
each one of the evaluation dimension could be determined and established by the system
administrator or an external expert. Another possible way of obtaining these importance
degrees would be the design and application of a previous user questionnaire to assess this
aspect.
The question of assessing the relevance dimension, q2, is a very important in our eval-
uation scheme. Due to this, we propose a meticulous way to evaluate the relevance of the
XML documents provided by Web sites for a search topic. It is not evaluated using just a
single or global value supplied by a user, but from the evaluation of the relevance of the all
the parts that compose the structure of the XML documents following the conceptual
evaluation model of Web pages given in [20]. Thus, the evaluation questionnaire of rele-
vance will depend on the kind of XML document to be assessed. An example of this type
of questionnaire, to assess believability and relevance, is given in Fig. 1. For example, if an
XML document is a ‘‘scientiﬁc article’’, then the relevance evaluation questionnaire can be
Fig. 1. Quality evaluation questionnaire.
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body, conclusions and bibliography’’. In this case, the relevance evaluation questionnaire
would consist of seven questions, with one question being for example ‘‘What is the rele-
vance degree of the title element with respect to your search topic?’’ So, the relevance eval-
uation questionnaire of a particular XML document type will be designed by taking into
account the set of elements, fp1; . . . ; p9g, that deﬁnes its structure. We assume that each
component fpkg has a distinct informative role, i.e., each one aﬀects the overall relevance
evaluation of XML document in a diﬀerent way. This is modelled by assigning to each
fpkg a relative linguistic importance degree IðpkÞ 2 S. This feature is added in the XML
schema deﬁning an attribute of importance ‘‘rank’’ (using the lblrank as data type) for
each meaningful component of the XML schema (see Example 3).
Example 3. Deﬁning the attribute of importance ‘‘rank’’ for the ‘‘title’’ element.
. . .
hxsd:element name="title"i
hxsd:complexTypei
hxsd:simpleContenti
hxsd:extension base="xsd:string"i
hxsd:attribute name="rank" type="lblRank" use="optional"
default="I(title)"/i
h/xsd:extensioni
h/xsd:simpleContenti
Fig. 2. Example of the evaluation form for the relevance dimension.
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. . .
The author of document instances will be responsible for assigning the relative importance
degree to each element, expressed through the ‘‘rank’’ attribute with a linguistic term from
the linguistic term set S deﬁned in ‘‘Labels.xsd’’.
In Fig. 2 a screenshot shows an example of the evaluation form for the relevance dimen-
sion with its linguistic importance degrees.
When a user examines a document after a search process, he/she is asked to ﬁll in the
above evaluation form. As a result, the system generates an auxiliary ‘‘evaluation ﬁle’’ in
XML format to stores all the assessments made by the user on the diﬀerent quality dimen-
sions of the web site and the resource itself. These judgements are added as evaluation
items containing the URIs of the evaluated resource and web site, the ID of the user that
did the appraisals, the time the evaluation was done, and the search topic used to gather
that speciﬁc resource (e.g. ‘‘information quality’’).
Example 4. The Evaluation file containing the user’s judgements.
h?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?i
hevalHistory xmlns=www.ugr.es/~glirs/evalHistory
xmlns:xsi=www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance
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hevalItem id="A00345"i
huri_dociwww.ugr.es/~glirs/docs/article/0074h/uri_doci
huri_siteiwww.ugr.es/~glirsh/uri_sitei
huser id="Aj5667"/i
htimei2005-12-13T13:25:42Zh/timei
hsearchTopiciinformation qualityh/searchTopici
hsRelevi VeryHigh h/sRelevi
hsBelieveiVeryHighh/sBelievei
hsTimeiTotalh/sTimei
hsCompleteiHighh/sCompletei
hsUnderstiMediumh/sUndersti
hsOrigiVeryHighh/sOrigi
hsConciseiLowh/sConcisei
hsNaviExtremelyHighh/sNavi
hdocQi
htitleiExtremelyHighh/titlei
hauthorsiHighh/authorsi
habstractiMediumh/abstracti
hintroductioniLowh/introductioni
hbodyiHighh/bodyi
hconclusionsiVeryHighh/conclusionsi
hbibliographyiLowh/bibliographyi
h/docQi
h/evalItemi
. . .
h/evalHistoryiExample 5. XML Schema (‘‘evalFile.xsd’’) corresponding to the ‘‘evaluation file’’ docu-
ment type.
h?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?i
hxsd:schema xmlns:xsd=www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema elementForm
Default="qualified"i
hxsd:element name="evalItem" maxOccurs="unbounded"i
hxsd:complexTypei
hxsd:sequencei
hxsd:element name="uri_doc" type="xsd:anyURI"/i
hxsd:element name="uri_site" type="xsd:anyURI"/i
hxsd:element name="user"/i
hxsd:complexTypei
hxsd:attribute name="id" type="xsd:string" use="re-
quired"/i
h/xsd:complexTypei
h/xsd:elementi
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hxsd:element name="searchTopic" type="xsd:string"/i
hxsd:element name="sRelev" type="lblRank"/i
hxsd:element name="sBelieve" type="lblRank"/i
hxsd:element name="sTime" type="lblRank"/i
hxsd:element name="sComplete" type="lblRank"/i
hxsd:element name="sUnderst" type="lblRank"/i
hxsd:element name="sOrig" type="lblRank"/i
hxsd:element name="sConcis" type="lblRank"/i
hxsd:element name="sNav" type="lblRank"/i
hxsd:element name="docQ"i
hxsd:complexTypei
hxsd:sequencei
hxsd:element name="title" type="lblrank"i
hxsd:element name="authors" type="lblrank"i
hxsd:element name="abstract" type="lblrank"i
hxsd:element name="introduction" type="lblrank"i
hxsd:element name="body" type="lblrank"i
hxsd:element name="conclusions" type="lblrank"i
hxsd:element name="bibliography" type="lblrank"i
h/xsd:sequencei
h/xsd:complexTypei
h/xsd:elementi
h/xsd:sequencei
hxsd:attribute name="id" type="anyURI" use="required"/i
h/xsd:complexTypei
h/xsd:elementi
h/xsd:schemai
The relevance of the XML document and the global quality of the web site are obtained by
combining the linguistic evaluation judgements provided by the user on the meaningful
components of its corresponding XML schema and the evaluation of the diﬀerent web site
quality dimensions respectively (see Section 4.2.2). The resulting relevance degree for the
resource and the global quality value for the web site can be added as an annotation on the
resource by deﬁning two new elements we call docIQ and siteIQ. Using XSLT stylesheets it
is possible to display the resulting documents for a query coupled with their corresponding
relevance degree represented by a linguistic label, and/or a colour code, and/or a picture,
etc. In such a way, future users will take advantage of this extra information to help them
in ﬁnding in an easy and timely manner quality documents about a topic of their interest.
To allow these elements being included as annotations in any document (independently
of its type) we should deﬁne a new XML schema ‘‘evalIQ.xsd’’.
Example 6. The XML schema (‘‘evalIQ.xsd’’) deﬁning the labels to store the fuzzy
operators’ output.
h?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?i
hxsd:schema xmlns:xsd=www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
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hxsd:element name="docIQ" type="lblrank" minOccurs="0"/i
hxsd:element name="siteIQ" type="lblrank" minOccurs="0"/i
h/xsd:schemai
This ‘‘evalIQ.xsd’’ schema can be referred from each document type schema through a
xsd:include element.
Summarizing, after examining a document, a visitor is invited to complete a quality
evaluation questionnaire associated to that document that is comprised of 8 questions
and a relevance evaluation questionnaire. Therefore, the number of valuable components
directly depends on the document type of the selected resource.
An example of a document instance according to the XML schema deﬁned in Example
1 may be the following.Example 7. In this example the author has deﬁned the relative importance degrees for all
the elements in the article instance, and both the relevance degree for the document and
the global quality of the web site are also annotated.
h?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?i
harticle xmlns=ww.ugr.es/~glirs/schemas
xmlns:xsi=www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance
xsi:schemaLocation=www.ugr.es/~glirs/schemas/
article.xsdi
huri_dociwww.ugr.es/~glirs/schemas/article/0074h/uri_doci
htitle rank="High"i AIMQ: a methodology for information quality
assessment.h/titlei
hauthors rank="VeryHigh"i
hauthoriYang W. Leeh/authori
hauthoriDiane M. Strongh/authori
hauthoriBeverly K. Kahnh/authori
hauthoriRichard Y. Wangh/authori
h/authorsi
habstract rank="Medium"i Information quality (IQ) is critical in
organizations. Yet, despite a decade of active research and prac-
tice, . . .
h/abstracti
hintroduction rank="Low"i
hintroductioni Information quality (IQ) has become a critical
concern of organizations and active area of Management Information
Systems (MIS) . . .
h/introductioni
hbody rank="VeryHigh"i
hsectioni
htitleSi Dimensions of IQh/titleSi
hpi In our earlier research, we empirically derived the IQ
dimensions that are important to information consumers . . .
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h/sectioni
hsectioni
htitleSi Academic’s view of IQ dimensionsh/titleSi
hpi Table 1 summarizes academic research on the multiple
dimensions of IQ . . .h/pi
h/sectioni
h/bodyi
hconclusions rank="ExtremelyHigh"i We have developed the AIMQ
methodology for assessing and benchmarking IQ in organizations . . .
h/conclusionsi
hbibliography rank=‘‘VeryHigh"i
hbibitemi S.L. Ahire, D.Y. Golhar, M.A. Waller, Development and
validation of TQM implementation constructs, Decision Sciences
27 (1) 1996, pp. 23–51.
h/bibitemi
h/bibliographyi
hdocIQiVeryHighh/docIQi
hsiteIQiHighh/siteIQi
h/articlei4.2.2. Computing the linguistic quality ratings
Let us suppose that we want to generate a recommendation database for qualifying the
information quality of a set of Web sites fWeb1; . . . ;WebLg that stores information in XML
documents. These Web sites can be evaluated using a set of diﬀerent areas of interest or
search topics, fA1; . . . ;AMg. Suppose that Dp represents the set of XML documents stored
in the Web site Webp. We consider that each XML document dj C Dp represents an evalu-
ation scheme that consists of a ﬁnite set of elements of its XML schema, fp1; . . . ; png, w
and its respective relative linguistic importance degrees fIðp1Þ; . . . ; IðpnÞg.
Let fem;p1 ; . . . ; em;pT g be a group of diﬀerent visitors to the Web site Webp who have com-
pleted the quality evaluation questionnaire fq1; . . . ; q9g when they searched for informa-
tion on the topic Am. In the quality evaluation scheme each question qi is associated to
its respective linguistic importance degree IðqiÞ.
Let fqt1; . . . ; qt9g be a set of linguistic assessments provided by the visitor el;pt . We point
out that the assessment qt2 is achieved from the set of linguistic evaluation judgements
fem;pt1 ; . . . ; em;ptn g provided by the visitor em;pt regarding the set of elements of XML schema,
fp1; . . . ; png, associated to the particular XML document dj he/she accessed. Thus, qt2 is
obtained using the weighted linguistic aggregation operator LWA as follows:
qt2 ¼ P½ðIðp1Þ; empt1 Þ; . . . ; ðIðpnÞ; emptn Þ ¼ UQ1ðhðIðp1Þ; em;pt1 Þ; . . . ; hðIðpnÞ; em;ptn ÞÞ;
being Q1 the linguistic quantiﬁer used to calculate the weighting vector W of the LOWA
operator U. If we assume that Q1 represents the concept of fuzzy majority (for example
‘‘most’’), then qt2 represents the relevance of dj with respect to the topic Am according to
Q1 (‘‘most’’) linguistic evaluation judgements of the visitor e
m;p
t .
Then, given a search topic Am, the generation process of a recommendation database for
qualifying the information quality of a set of Web sites is obtained using a LWA-LOWA
based evaluation method in three steps:
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itor em;pt is calculated:
rm;pt ¼ P½ðIðq1Þ; qt1Þ; . . . ; ðIðq9Þ; qt9Þ ¼ UQ2ðhðIðq1Þ; qt1Þ; . . . ; hðIðq9Þ; qt9ÞÞ:
rm;pt represents the information quality of the Webp with respect to the topic Am according
to q2 linguistic evaluation judgements of the visitor e
m;p
t .
2. Using the LOWA operator guided by the fuzzy majority concept represented by a lin-
guistic quantiﬁer Q3, the global recommendation r
m;p for the Web site Webp is
calculated:
rm;p ¼ UQ3ðrm;p1 ; . . . ; rm;pT Þ:
In this case, rm;p represents the information quality of theWebp with respect to the topic
Am according to q2 linguistic evaluation judgements for Q3 visitors. The value r
m;p rep-
resents the linguistic information quality of the Webp regarding to the topic Am.
3. Store in the recommendation database the recommendation rm;p in order to assist users
in their future search processesExample 8. Let us suppose that we want to measure the information quality of a Web site
Webp related to the topic ‘‘Am ¼information quality’’. Also, let us assume that a user em;p1
after visiting the Web site provided the following the linguistic evaluation judgements on
the nine quality dimensions:1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1fq1 ¼ L; q2 ¼ M ; q3 ¼ VH ; q4 ¼ H ; q5 ¼ VL; q6 ¼ EH ; q7 ¼ T ; q8 ¼ VH ; q9 ¼ VHg:
In this example, for simplicity we are also assuming that q12 ¼ VH is already the aggregated
value obtained from the evaluations given by the visitor on the quality of the parts of XML
schema. If the linguistic importance degrees associated with the information quality dimen-
sions are fIðq1Þ ¼ EH ; Iðq2Þ ¼ T ; Iðq3Þ ¼ EH ; Iðq4Þ ¼ VH ; Iðq5Þ ¼ H ; Iðq6Þ ¼ H ; Iðq7Þ ¼
L; Iðq8Þ ¼ H ; Iðq9Þ ¼ Lg, and the linguistic quantiﬁer Q2¼ ‘‘at least half’’ deﬁned by the
parameters (0,0.5) is used to compute the weighting vector of the LOWA operatorUQ2 used
in the LWA operator P, then this user’s linguistic information quality rating rm;p1 for the
Web site Webp is obtained according to the following expression:
rm;p1 ¼P½ðEH ;LÞ; ðT ;MÞ; ðEH ;VHÞ; ðVH ;HÞ; ðH ;VLÞ; ðH ;EHÞ; ðL;T Þ; ðH ;VHÞ; ðL;VHÞ
¼ UQ2ðhðEH ;LÞ;hðT ;MÞ;hðEH ;VHÞ;hðVH ;HÞ;hðH ;VLÞ;hðH ;EHÞ;
hðL;T Þ;hðH ;VHÞ;hðL;VHÞÞ:
The weighting vector W and corresponding orness value obtained using the linguistic
quantiﬁer q2 are: W ¼ (2/9, 2/9, 2/9, 2/9, 1/9, 0, 0, 0, 0) and ornessðW Þ ¼ 0; 77. Conse-
quently, we use the transformation function h ¼ MIN and then
rm;p1 ¼ UQ2ðMINðEH ; LÞ;MINðT ;MÞ;MINðEH ; VHÞ;MINðVH ;HÞ;
MINðH ; VLÞ;MINðH ;EHÞ;MINðL; T Þ;MINðH ; VHÞ;MINðL; VHÞÞ
¼ UQ2ðL;M ; VH ;H ; VL;EH ; L;H ; LÞ ¼ H :
If we further assume that eight other users visited the Web siteWebp and that their respec-
tive individual linguistic information quality ratings were frm;p2 ¼ VH ; rm;p3 ¼ L; rm;p4 ¼
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ommendation rm;p for the Web site Webp would be:
rm;p ¼ UQ3ðH ; VH ; L;H ;M ; VH ; VL; VH ;MÞ ¼ H :Remark. It is worth pointing out that our aim was the generation of quality ratings to
evaluate the information quality of Web sites in order to help Web retrieval systems to ﬁnd
high quality XML resources. Clearly, appropriate changes in the presented computing
method would result in the provision of important information for Web site designer to
improve it. For example, by combining in the ﬁrst place the linguistic evaluation
judgements provided by each user in each evaluation dimension and afterwards in each
evaluation category, the results could be presented using appropriate quality chart for the
Web site designer to visualise in a quick and easy way the areas that need improvement in
the Web site.5. Analysis of the proposed Web quality evaluation model
There are several limitations and beneﬁts associated with using the proposed web qual-
ity evaluation model.
5.1. Limitations
The main limitations or drawbacks of the proposed model are related to the user’s par-
ticipation. These are:
• It is a user-dependent model: The quality of Web sites can only be evaluated if users’
perceptions can be gathered, which normally is not an easy task. Due to this, the pro-
posed model is recommended to be used in Web systems that provide some kind of
reward to users that agree to provide their evaluation judgements.
• It uses little information about users: The proposed model does not use all the users’
information that would be desirable. The model is user-centered and is designed to
compute quality ratings using only the evaluation judgements provided by the users.
Therefore, the performance of the model could be improved if user proﬁles would also
be used in the computation process of quality ratings. In such a way, we could charac-
terize personalized and high-quality information, an aspect which is desirable in the
current Web.5.2. Beneﬁts
On the other hand, the main beneﬁts or advantages of the proposed model are:
• It can be easily adapted to diﬀerent domains such as health, education, etc.
• It uses fuzzy linguistic techniques to model evaluation judgements and the quality rat-
ings and, in such a way, the subjectivity typical of user-system interactions can be man-
aged eﬃciently. Additionally, this fuzzy tool allows modelling the information in a
linguistic way which is closer to the humans.
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• Diverse application possibilities of the proposed model in the current Web technologies.
For example, the proposed model may be useful:1. To the current Web services publish and discovery model. This model presents three
main actors [36]: the traditional actors, the Web service provider and the Web service
consumer, and a new actor called the Web service QoS (Quality of Service) certiﬁer. The
Web service provider oﬀers the Web service. In our particular Web context, the Web
service provider publishes the information in XML format. Our model could easily help
the information provider to detect defects in the information provided by analyzing, for
example, the quality charts of Web sites. The Web service consumer needs the Web ser-
vice oﬀered by the provider. Clearly, the Web service consumer requires relevant and
high-quality information to satisfy his/her information needs. Our model could easily
help the consumer to choose among the retrieved documents by analyzing, for example,
the quality ratings of Web sites as conﬁdence measures. The certiﬁer’s task consists in
verifying the quality of the information supplied by the provider. Our model could be
used by the certiﬁer as a rule to verify the quality of services oﬀered by a Web site, and
in particular, to verify the quality of the information provided by a Web site.
2. Embedded in some of the Web retrieval systems, as it could be the ﬁltering systems [38].
Information ﬁltering is a name used to describe a variety of processes involving the
delivery of information to people who need it. The ﬁrst ﬁltering systems were developed
based on document contents. However, it is known that ﬁltering process involving
human beings results in more eﬀective ﬁltering. This idea is supported by the collabora-
tive ﬁltering systems or recommender systems [38]. In these systems, people collaborate
to help one another to perform ﬁltering by recording their reactions to documents they
read. Recommender systems evaluate and ﬁlter the great amount of information avail-
able on the Web to assist people in their search processes [38]. In a typical recommender
system people provide evaluation judgements or annotations about documents as
inputs, which the system then aggregates obtaining recommendations that are stored.
Later, these recommendations can be reused to assist other people in their search pro-
cesses. In this sense, recommendations are a kind of plausible measure of the informa-
tion quality of Web documents. However, the importance of Web sites that provide
information should not be underestimated. Therefore, an interesting proposal to
improve the performance of recommender systems would be that of generating also
quality ratings of Web sites that store Web documents.
6. Conclusions
In this work, we have deﬁned a model to evaluate the quality of Web sites that store
XML documents using only users’ perceptions on aspects related with the information
oﬀered by the sites. We have applied fuzzy linguistic techniques to represent both users’
judgements and quality ratings, in user friendly way as the information can be modelled
in a linguistic way which is closer to the humans.
In the Web, most of information is stored in HTML format. However, the XML for-
mat is being used and is well established in the development of new Web applications.
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Semantic Web is an extension of the present Web, in which the information is gifted of a
well deﬁned meaning, permitting a better cooperation between humans and machines. It is
based on two main ideas: the ‘‘semantic’’ mark up of resources and the development of
‘‘intelligent’’ software agents capable to understand and to operate with these resources
at semantic level [4]. XML together with RDF are the basis of the Semantic Web. In this
new Web framework the notion of quality plays an important role. With our proposal we
introduce a new approach to evaluate XML resources that introduces in the Semantic
Web the ability of incorporating quality into the information discovery process.
In the future, we identify several areas of research:
• To apply our Web quality evaluation model to other types of Web sites, e.g., e-learning
Web sites, digital library Web sites, etc.
• To adapt and improve our evaluation model to face the new scenario sketched by the
Semantic Web and its associated technologies (ontology vocabularies, RDF, RDF
Schema, etc.) thanks to the facilities of XML Schema for associating metadata with ele-
ments or attributes.
• To incorporate in our model new tools of management of linguistic information, as for
example tools of management of multi-granular linguistic information [19]. These could
support evaluation judgements assessed on diﬀerent linguistic expression domains and
could also help or facilitate the users in the expression of their perceptions.
• To incorporate in our model graphic representation tools to help the Web developers to
visualize in an easy and quick way the quality of Web sites. Quality radar charts is a
good example of graphic representations that may be very useful [2,10,30] to identify
easily the limitations of the Web sites and to compare diﬀerent development states of
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